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spotting in paradise

Boeing 747-400 KLM
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by Maikel van der Heijden
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Airbus A320-200 
jetBlue Airways

Airbus A340-300 
Air France

De Havilland Canada DHC-6 Twin Otter
Winair
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Boeing 737-800 
American Airlines
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Boeing 747-400 
KLM

Boeing 737-800 
Caribbean Airlines

Airbus A330-200
Air Caraibes

Boeing 727-212/Adv(F) 
Amerijet International

De Havilland Canada 
DHC-6 Twin Otter Winair
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As most of the spotters know St. Maarten/St. Martin is a tiny Caribbean 
island, half Dutch, half French with a colourful landscape and history. After 
years of growth the island is a top international vacation destination with a 
large port and off course the airport. In this guide I will tell you about my 
findings around the airport and show some photos that I took during my 
vacation in ‘’Paradise’’.
Although the airport of St. Maarten (TNCM/SXM) is relatively small, there is 
a wide variation of aircraft and airliners serving the island. Besides some 
of the local carriers that fly to/from the island with multiple flight a day like 
Winair and Liat, St. Maarten also attracts international carriers. Most of the 
American tourist travel with American Airlines linking the island with Miami 
(MIA), US Airways linking the island with Charlotte (CLT) and Philadelphia 
(PHL) and Delta flies from New York (JFK) and Atlanta (ATL). Low-fare car-
rier JetBlue also operates in and out of St. Maarten with multiple flights a 
day linking the island with New York (JFK) and San Juan (SJU). Tourist from 
Europe are able to travel on KLM from Amsterdam (AMS) and Air France 
from Paris (CDG). Air France is not the only carrier flying from Paris to the 
island, Air Caraibes operates from Paris Orly (ORY). Next to the passenger 
flights you can also see some cargo operators like DHL and Amerijet with 
their good old 727’s. The airport had a single runway orientated 10-28 with 
a length of 2180M. Aircraft arrive on runway 10, when most of the departu-
res also leaving from runway 10. Sometimes when there is a westerly wind 

aircraft are able to depart from runway 28 but the winds mostly come from 
the east. 
The best place to see aircraft arriving and departing is the famous Maho 
Beach. Depending on the time of the day you can choose to view the aircraft 
from the Sunset Beach Bar or from the other side near the Driftwood Boat 
Bar. From Maho Beach you are able to make photos using fisheye lenses like 
18mm and lower. From the Sunset bar a lens starting at 50mm is enough 
to get decent shot of a wide body that is on final approach. I even used my 
Sigma 50-500 on my Canon 5D MK3 from the sunset bar which resulted in 
some nice close-up photos. When you take photos from the Boat Bar a lens 
starting at 30mm is enough to get you a nice photo. 
Another nice spot is near Beach Bar Karakter located on Simpson Bay Beach. 
The location is pretty close to the runway but there is a fence between you 
and the runway. A stepladder or car roof will do the trick to get a good photo 
from landing and arriving aircrafts.
The last spot where you can make excellent photos is from the poolside of 
Royal Islander Club La Terrasse located in Maho village. The only side note 
is that you have to be a guest at the Royal Islander to be allowed to stand 
there. Located on the first floor the pool offers a great overview of the 
entire airport and Maho beach.
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McDonnell Douglas MD-83 
Insel Air
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On 20th September 2013, Hellenic Air Force 
celebrated the 60th anniversary of 348th Tac-
tical Reconnaissance Squadron. The celebration 
were held at Larissa Air Base which was 
opened to the pubblic. Besides the Hellenic Air 
Force, foreign countries participated too.
 
Equipped with RF-4E Phantom II, the “Eyes” of 
the 348th Tactical Reconnaissance 
Squadron have the task to conduct tactical 
reconnaissance missions to gather 
informations in all weather and light condi-
tions.

Moreover the squadron performs public 
utility missions such as photographing fires 
and zoning and general support missions for 
Electronic Warfare and collecting 
electronic information (ELINT), in peacetime, 
crisis and war. 

60th anniversary of 348th 
Tactical Reconnaissance 
Squadron
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ph. Paul van den Hurk
text by Carlo Dedoni
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Hellenic - Air Force
Lockheed Martin F-16 Fighting Falcon

Armèe de l’Air
Dassault Mirage F1

Spain - Air Force
McDonnell Douglas EF-18A Hornet
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ItAF Alenia Aermacchi AMX-Ghibli

Hellenic - Air Force
Lockheed Martin F-16 Fighting Falcon
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Hellenic Air Force
McDonnell Douglas RF-4E Phantom
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Some participant crews

HAF RF-4E Phantom

HAF RF-4E Phantom 
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Hellenic Air Force
McDonnell Douglas RF-4E Phantom take off
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Seattle area

Boeing E-3A Sentry
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Seattle area

by Carlo Dedoni
ph. Bernie Leighton AirlineReporter.com
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Boeing 747-4J6(LCF) Dreamlifter
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Boeing 777-300ER 
Ethiopian

Boeing 777-300ER in green level

A must see destination for a spotter is definitely the city of Seattle, Wash., in the 
northwest of the USA. There are in fact three really interesting airports for spotting 
that gravitate around the city well-known to aviation enthusiasts as the historical 
headquarters of Boeing.
The first one is Seattle–Tacoma International Airport (SEA/KSEA), also known as 
Sea–Tac Airport or Sea–Tac is located in SeaTac at the intersections of State Routes 
99, 509, and 518, about 1.5 miles (2.4 kilometres) west of Interstate 5. The airport 
has service to destinations throughout North America, Europe, the Middle East and 
East Asia. It is the primary hub for Alaska Airlines, as well as its regional subsidiary 
Horizon Air. This airport is the 15th-busiest airport in the United States.  
The second one is the Boeing Field, officially King County International Airport (BFI/ 
KBFI), a public airport owned and operated by King County, located at five miles south 
of downtown Seattle. The airport has some passenger service, but is mostly used 
by general aviation and cargo flights. It was named “Boeing Field” in honor of the 
founder of Boeing, William E. Boeing.
Actually the Boeing Company has facilities at the airport including final preparations 
for delivery of Boeing 737 aircraft after the first test flight, a paint hangar and flight 
test facilities. Production of military airborne early warning and control aircraft 
based on the 737, such as Project Wedgetail (Australia) aircraft and Peace Eagle 
(Turkey) aircraft are located at Boeing Field.
It’s important to remember  that near the Boeing field there is the Museum of Flight. 
Located on the southwest corner of the field, the Museum has a very impressive 
display of aircraft. The third airport is Paine Field, also known as Snohomish County 
Airport (PAE/KPAE), a public airport located in unincorporated Snohomish County, 
between Mukilteo and Everett. 
Paine Field is home to the Boeing Everett Factory, the world’s largest building by 
volume, and the primary assembly location for Boeing’s wide-body 747, 767, 777 and 
some 787 aircraft. Paine Field is also home to Aviation Technical Services (ATS), 
one of the United States’ largest aviation maintenance facilities. ATS makes ‘heavy’ 
checks for a number of airlines and cargo companies. According to their web page, 
they average of 443 Aircraft Redeliveries each year.

Please note that spotting activities in the airports that we’ve just presented are not 
always allowed or tolerated. Then it might be a good idea to take information on the 
ways and the opportunities for spotting in this locations.
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Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner 
Jetstar
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Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner 
Jetstar

Boeing 777-300ER
Air Canada
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Boeing 777-200F 
Lufthansa Cargo

Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner 
JetairFly (TUI)
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toshiro aoki
Interview with a spotter:

by Carlo Dedoni
ph. Toshiro Aoki
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Sukhoi Su-34
Russia Air Force
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Sukhoi Su-27UB
Russian Air Force (Russian Knights)

McDonnell Douglas (Mitsubishi) F-4EJ 
Kai Phantom II
Japan Air Force  

Sukhoi T-50 & SU-27Russia Air Force
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Kawasaki C-1
Japan Air Force
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Boeing (Kawasaki) CH-47J Chinook
Japan Air Force
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McDonnell Douglas (Mitsubishi) F-15J Eagle
Japan Air Force

Sukhoi Su-27SMRussian Air Force

McDonnell Douglas (Mitsubishi) F-4EJ Kai Phantom II
Japan Air Force

How and when did you begin to take photos?
In youg days I was a train spotter (13 years old - 20 years old). Then I stopped taking photos.
When I was 26 years old (2007), I rented a DSLR from my father. I was surprised! APS format 
is very easy for taking photos to airplanes. Then, sometimes I went to Iruma Air Base (the 
nearest airport from my home) for airplane spotting.

What about aircraft spotting in Japan?
Many traffic and many public spotting places in there. But every spotters have to take photos 
in same place. There are not friendly air company and airport company for spotters: they 
don’t have any events or ramp tours.

What about your photographic equipment?
I use a Nikon D3s and a Nikon D800 with lenses
AF-S NIKKOR 500mm f/4G ED VR
AF-S VR Nikkor 300mm f/2.8G IF-ED
AF-S NIKKOR 70-200mm f/2.8G ED VR II
AF-S NIKKOR 24-70mm f/2.8G ED
Ai AF-S TELECONVERTER TC-14E II

Could you tell us about your experience in MAKS?
I went to Zhukovsky three times. 2009, 2011 MAKS and 2012 for the 100th  Russian Air Force 
Anniversary: there are many REAL Jets and amazing maneuvers and demo flights! There we 
can see very close all this things!

Where in the world would you like to go for spotting and why?
RUSSIA! I’m crazy for Russia!

What is the most beautiful plane you’ve ever photographed?
Tupolev Tu-154.

… And the worst?
No one...



www.spottersmag.com

DOWNLOAD your HD copy in Pdf.2€
Download here your HD PDF copy 
at the price of only 2 euros and 
enjoy Spotters Magazine anywhe-
re you like!
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Boeing 747-400 Cathay Pacific

Paris Charles de Gaulle

ph. Pascal Maillot
text by Carlo Dedoni
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Paris Charles de Gaulle
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Paris Charles de Gaulle Airport (CGD)

Paris Charles de Gaulle (LFPG/CDG), also known as Roissy Airport, is the major airport in 
France and one of the world’s principal aviation centers. 
The airport  is 14 miles (23 kilometers) northeast of Paris and has extensive road and rail links 
to the capital city and beyond which make easy to reach the airport. CDG has four runways and 
three terminals.

Major carriers from all over the world operated at Paris Charles de Gaulle, but a great portion 
of the traffic is determined by Air France’s flights. In fact France’s national carrier has its main 
hub in Roissy. The airport is also a major European hub for Fed Ex.

Spotting in Paris Charles de Gaulle is accepted but it’s necessary to get a permit letter from 
the Prefecture del Seine Saint Denis. During a visit to the airport is very likely that the police or 
airport security approaches to the spotters/visitors to ask questions and check the permit. If 
you don’t have the permit you wil asked to leave the airport. 

Therefore it is absolutely necessary to find out how to apply for and obtain the permit before 
planning any spotting session in Roissy, surely it is worth it.
In future issues of this magazine will give you more information and details on spotting in Paris.

Boeing 777-300ER Eva Air

Boeing 777-300ER
Air France (Skyteam livery)
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Boeing 777-200ER Qatar Airways

Airbus A321-100 Air France (Skyteam livery)

Boeing 777-200F
FedEx Express (Panda Express livery)
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Airbus A380-800
Air France
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Boeing 777-300ER
Japan Airlines 

Embraer E-175 Hop!

Boeing 787-8 Dreamliner
Ethiopian Airlines
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NIKON INTRODUCES ITS NEW FX-FORMAT FLAGSHIP, 
THE D4S

Nikon D4S, a new 16.2 megapixel FX-format flagship built to keep 
professionals ahead 
of the game.

The ultimate imaging machine has advanced: as the successor to Nikon’s acclaimed D4, everything 
about the D4S powers exceptional images at exceptional speed. An expanded ISO range and EXPEED 
4 image processing take low light photography to another level, making the D4S a master of the dark 
as well as the light. Advances to AF performance offer improved acquisition and tracking at 11 fps, 
plus much finer control over the AF area with the new Group Area AF mode. Nikon’s RAW Size S file 
format accelerates image transfer onto networks and a Gigabit 100/1000TX Ethernet port enables 
ultra-fast connection.

Hiro Sebata, Professional Product Manager at Nikon UK, comments:
“The Nikon D4S follows the success of the D4 and brings with it a new level of performance designed 
to meet the needs of the most demanding photographers.”

He adds: “Nikon engineers have taken on board valuable feedback from professional users in order 
to implement a wealth of improvements that will make all the difference to professionals working in 
the intensely competitive fields of sports, press, and nature photography. Equipped to power ahead 
in the most challenging environments, the D4S ensures serious photographers stay ahead of the 
game.”

Built upon success

Moving beyond the limits its predecessor was built to push, the D4S blazes a new trail for high-speed 
professional image making. The camera’s revamped sensor offers the ultimate image quality, and 
the expanded ISO range of 100–25600 is extendable up to an industry-leading 409600 (equivalent). 
Nikon’s new EXPEED 4 image processing engine boosts the camera’s overall performance to a whole 
new level, vastly improving image rendering and ISO performance. A true master of the dark as well 
as of the light, sophisticated localised noise reduction, edge sharpening and tone control ensure the 
D4S delivers outstanding results in the kind of ‘dirty’ low light conditions many sports and news pho-
tographers are confronted with. The burst rate of 11 fps is not compromised by ISO settings or lens 
choice, and details are rendered sharp and exceptionally well defined even when Noise Reduction fil-
tering is applied. As with the D4, the D4S is built to sustain peak performance in the most demanding 
environmental conditions imaginable. The camera is protected by a tough weather-sealed full metal 
body, and features subtle details that make all the difference to handling: changes to button layout 
and re-shaped control buttons improve operation in damp conditions whilst the re-contoured design 
and smoother grip make it easier to hold out in the field.

Full throttle: stop at nothing

Everything about the D4S is built around the need for speed. In a world where the speed of transmis-
sion and networking has become as important as megapixels and ISO settings, the D4S delivers 
on every count. The frame-per-second with autofocus tracking has increased from 10 fps to 11 fps, 
making the D4S the fastest autofocus D-SLR-camera in Nikon’s history. The camera implements a Gi-
gabit 100/1000TX Ethernet port and offers a new RAW Size S option for accelerated image transfer. 
When milliseconds matter, the shutter’s 42 ms lag can gain you the critical edge, taking pictures in 
less than the blink of an eye; and a completely new shutter and mirror mechanism reduces mirror 
bounce, delivering a stable viewfinder image with minimal viewfinder blackout when shooting at high 
speed.

Bettering the best: AF advances

The D4S takes the class-leading accuracy and usability of Nikon’s renowned 51-point AF system and 
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advances it further. In addition to improved lock-on, expanded ‘Store by orientation’, and new 
options for AF mode restrictions, the D4S boasts a brand new Group Area AF mode. Designed 
to allow much finer control over the size of the autofocus area, Group Area AF constantly 
monitors five different AF fields, which can be shifted across the 51-point array as composition 
demands. Shooting in this mode enables fast moving subjects to be tracked with phenomenal 
precision over long distances, and greatly improves acquisition and background isolation when 
shooting subjects that are comparatively small and close to a high-contrast or distracting 
background. As with the D4, the AF system inside the D4S is configurable in 9-point, 21-point and 
51-point coverage settings and sensitive down to -2 EV (ISO 100, 20°C/68°F).

Multi-area D-Movie evolves

For moviemaking in diverse conditions, the D4S offers broadcast-quality video in multiple frame 
formats and boasts a range of operational enhancements that allow more control over footage 
while filming and improve sound recording. D-movies are now possible at 50p/60p, and pho-
tographers can set sensitivity and select maximum ISO in M mode, plus select the sensor crop 
format, control power aperture, and fix shutter speed. In addition, Nikon’s 3D noise reduction 
reduces random noise and noise flicker when filming at high sensitivities. As with the D4, the D4S 
offers three sensor crop formats, FX, DX, and native crop (approximately 2.7x), and uncompres-
sed full-resolution HDMI output to external devices. You can simultaneously record full resolution 
HD movies in-camera and with an external recorder via HDMI (an HDMI cable clip is provided with 
the camera for a secure connection). Sound recording has improved thanks to more options for 
audio control, including the option to select the sound range (wide/voice), and reduce wind noise 
when recording with the built-in microphone.

Summary of key features:
- Revamped 16.2-MP FX-format sensor: offers the ultimate in image quality and excellent cropping 
flexibility.
- Phenomenal light sensitivity: ISO range of 100–25600 is extendable up to an industry-leading 
409600 (equivalent).
- 11 FPS with AF: 11 fps in FX format with AE/AF superior to the D4.
- EXPEED 4: boosts the camera’s overall performance to a whole new level.
- Multi-CAM3500FX 51-point AF system configurable in 9-point, 21-point and 51-point coverage 
settings and sensitive down to -2 EV (ISO 100, 20°C/68°F).
- AF advances: improved lock-on, new options for AF mode restrictions, plus the new Group Area 
AF mode.
- Multi-area D-Movie: Full HD (1080p) movies in FX- and DX-format at 60p/50p/30p/ 25p/24p 
frame rates. Offers three sensor crop formats FX, DX and native crop (approximately 2.7x) and 
clean HDMI-out. Access the ISO range from ISO 200 up and control shutter speed, aperture and 
audio levels while filming. Nikon’s 3D noise reduction reduces random noise, and the camera 
offers sophisticated options for audio control.
- Tough in the field: weather-sealed full metal body.
- Fast track: Gigabit 100/1000TX Ethernet port and RAW Size S file format for accelerated image 
transfer. Compatible with Nikon’s WT-5 Wireless Transmitter.
- Colour adjustable monitor: anti-reflective 8 cm (3.2-in.), 921k-dot LCD monitor that lets you 
push the colour balance and brightness in any direction.
- Fast durable shutter: Kevlar/carbon fibre-composite shutter unit with 42 ms shutter lag, stan-
dard life cycle rating of 400,000 releases and a shutter speed of 1/8000 to 30s, with flash 
synchronization at up to 1/250 sec. A new shutter and mirror mechanism delivers a stable 
viewfinder image with minimal blackout during high-speed shooting.
- Spot White Balance metering: easily acquire manual, pre-set White Balance data based on the 
selected area within the frame: the size of the area acquired can be retained even when the 
image is enlarged, and consecutive data acquisition is possible.
- High-capacity EN-EL18a battery: ultra-compact and lightweight lithium-Ion rechargeable batte-
ry with a capacity of 2500 mAh (10.8V).
- Storage media: two card slots—one for high-speed CF (UDMA 7) cards, and one for high-speed, 
high-capacity XQD cards.
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Typhoon landing runway 07 at dusk November 2013

Exploring 
RAF Coningsby

by Gary Stedman
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Exploring 
RAF Coningsby
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RAF Coningsby is situated in the county of Lincolnshire in the UK and is arguably the 
best military airfield in the country for enthusiasts to visit. The attractions are clear; 
the base is reasonably busy with based aircraft and visiting circuit traffic, it is also 
very relaxed towards spotting and photography, with both possible at many locations 
around the airfield perimeter.

The Eurofighter Typhoon is the airfields primary type, and Coningsby is the RAF’s main 
operating hub for the aircraft. Two frontline Squadrons (3 and 11) generally operate 
from the Southern shelter sites, with the Operational Conversion Sqn for the type 
(29) working from the main Aircraft Servicing Platform on the North side. 41(Reserve) 
Sqn are the RAF’s Test and Evaluation unit for fast jets and also fly a small number of 
Tornado GR4 and Typhoons from the ASP. Probably the most well known unit operating 
from RAF Coningsby is the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight, with it’s collection of 
historic warbirds including Europe’s only airworthy Avro Lancaster. The Memorial Flight 
hangar is located at the Western end of the airfield and is open for public access and 
tours most days.

For visitors there are many spots for viewing and photography at either approach end, 
and also on the Southside of the airfield. A layby exists at the runway 25 end, and pho-
tography here is relatively straightforward, also it is allowable to place step ladders 
by the fence facing the taxiway from the Southern shelters on the South East corner, 
just short of the runway 25 threshold. The other end has an unofficial carpark just on 
the North side of the 07 approach, and on the Southern side a small ‘mound’ exists on 
some waste ground that the local farmer allows access to and this affords a excellent 
view of approachs to runway 07. Several other spots around the fence also give good 
opportunities although a stepladder is usually required.

The airfield and local farmers are quite happy for viewing and photography from these 
locations providing that basic common sense is followed. 

BBMF Lancaster landing runway 25 after 
a ceremonial flypast October 2010

BBMF Spitfire MKIX taxiing out from BBMF for an evening display June 2010

41 Sqn London Olympic special Tornado tail August 2012

Gary Stedman 
I’ve been photographing military aviation for over 25 years and live in the county of Suffolk, UK just a 
few miles away from Wattisham airfield, which was the last operating base for the F-4 in UK service. 
Although I generally don’t travel overseas I am fortunate that I have several military airfields within 
easy reach. I currently use a Canon 7D.
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Una nuova era digitale sta per iniziare. Le refl ex digitali, che hanno semplicemente sostituito la pellicola con 
un sensore, non sono cambiate signifi cativamente in termini di dimensioni, peso e interfaccia utente.
La nuova e rivoluzionaria mirrorless OM-D ha invece un corpo eccezionalmente leggero e compatto. Il suo 
mirino elettronico consente ai fotografi  di controllare in tempo reale l’effetto degli Art Filter, la temperatura 
colore e i livelli di esposizione. Allo scatto puoi «creare» istantaneamente un mondo davvero unico e 
registrarlo con una qualità eccezionale. Il tuo mondo sarà così trasformato da qualcosa che vedi soltanto 
a qualcosa di cui sei veramente parte. OM-D è una nuova, rivoluzionaria fotocamera digitale con obiettivi 
intercambiabili, ideale per chi vuole partecipare, creare e condividere la sua visione del mondo.

OM-D_230x280.indd   1 09/01/13   13:56
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41 Sqn Harrier GR9 (now retired) November 2006

Unmarked Tornado landing runway 25 November 20126 Sqn Jaguar GR3 (now retired) November 2006
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Multiple Typhoon departures on a early winters morning November 2011

41 Sqn anniversary Tornado departing Runway 07 September 2011

3 Sqn anniversary Typhoon on Southern taxiway with brake rotated June 2013

New Typhoon on delivery flight from BAe Warton November 2012
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29 Sqn two-seater with ‘performance’ departure November 2013
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What about your aviation enthusiasm? 
I think that this true passion was born when I was a child, I grew up in Friuli, native land of my father, 
just a few kilometers from the Frecce Tricolori base. The possibility to watch the daily flights of the 
legendary G-91s resulted in an absolute inprintig in the passion for military airplanes. I remember 
also, that when I was 14 years old, I went with my scooter to see the open day at Aviano, still lives in 
me the thrill in seeing the legendary black matt X15 with the cockpit completely obscured because it 
was considered top secret .
My aviation  enthusiasm, comes from the deep appreciation for all the people that are part of both 
civil and military aviation. I also am very interested in the whole complex of activities that involve 
any type of device suitable for the flight, including technical and scientific activities and the use of 
special materials. This enthusiasm contaminated inextricably also my partner, Giovanni Panucci .

How did you develop this business idea?
This business is born thank to the hard work I’ve done with my partner Giovanni Panucci. Our main 
purpose has always been to be able in let the world of aviation know about our products created in 
specific cooperation with it. After years of creating professional watches customized for military 
and civilian professionals, we are extremely pleased with the work performed in the last 25 years, 15 
of which made with our own brand.

What about your future plans?
We have many plans for the future that will allow us to expand even outside Italy. For now we can’t 
anticipate anything because we are still in the planning stage, but as soon as possible you can see all 
our expansion progress.

What is your relationship with Frecce Tricolori?
My relationship with the Frecce Tricolori is based on the great mutual respect and collaboration that 
lasted for about 27 years: in the first 12 years I was the technical director for DPW, the company 
which distributed the brand Breitling in the military sector, I worked on the first watch marched 
Frecce Tricolori of the project CRONOMAT and EMERGENCY. 
After that we continued our mutual relation of courtesy working under our brand Memphis Belle, 
until 2007. From this year, we officially recorded and licensed until 2017 all brands of Italian Air 
Force (Aeronautica Militare) and Frecce Tricolori for the creation and marketing of the collection of 
professional watches branded Aeronautica Militare.

http://www.freccetricoloriorologi.it/
http://www.memphisbellewatches.com/

wAtcheS for pilotS

Alessandro Roman 
Marketing Manager & Partner of Memphis Belle Watches
interview by Carlo Dedoni
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cruzex 2013
Photo by Daniele Faccioli 
text by Marco Bazzan 
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Cessna A-37B Dragonfly (318E)
Colombia Air Force

Dassault Mirage F-2000C
Brazil Air Force

General Dynamics F-16C Fighting Falcon
US Air Force
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Dassault Mirage F-2000C
Brazil Air Force

General Dynamics F-16A Fighting Falcon 
Venezuela Air Force

Northrop F-5EM Tiger II Brazil Air ForceDassault Mirage F-2000C
Brazil Air Force
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Who loves planes is necessarily a dreamer... A person with his head in the clouds who has vast 
horizons and very ambitious dreams. Sometimes too much, in fact. It happens, for example, that 
when you are speaking about the possible “aviation-goals,” a brave friend casually advances and 
idea: Brazil!

South America... Latin America! Few other lands sound so exotic for us. We had never driven on 
tracks so distant and so different from our Western ways, both for aviation and for daily life. In the 
end, however, we felt that the Latin spirit somehow would have united us. 

In the head of a spotter there are always exclusive and outlandish plans that can give more than 
the previous experiences, but inevitably the costs and the difficulties increase in proportion to the 
size of or dreams.  

Once I started to seriously consider the possibility of participating to the CRUZEX 2013, however, 
the scope of the scenario that was being looked forward appeared so rich that the discussion 
became very short and we met at Milan Malpensa airport for the departure. After analyzing the 
program, the expected participants and the performance of the previous editions, we have moved 
naturally to an analysis of costs, times and places - absolutely irrational but certainly very emotio-
nal – that in early September resulted  with the sending of accreditation requests to the Brazilian 
Air Force (FAB – Força Aerea Brasileira).

We knew to be late to submit an application, press passes were few, and the scope of the event 
was very significant. When, therefore, after about 2 weeks, a polite e-mail warned us that due to 
the large number of requests, the list was already closed and we were not allowed, it seemed to us 
inevitable and logical. And the wise and rational of our minds approved that epilogue. 
What was totally unexpected was instead the mail “errata” that came half an hour later, the media 
relations office apologized for the mistake and informed us that we were all rather allowed: five 
Italians, out of a total of about eighty journalists. At this point we had to turn on the afterburner! 
The times was runnig and we still had many things to do.

Almost simultaneously, the media relations office sent us the forms to fill out, the list of documents 
to be submitted, and a set of behavioral guidelines that we would have to approve, remember and 
respect.
Be authorized to access in operational areas is not a joke in fact: it requires a minimum of profes-
sionalism and of awareness. Passion and enthusiasm can lower the threshold of attention even to 
the experts.
So we were instructed to avoid shorts, tank tops, skirts, sandals, flip flops, high heels and  extra-
vagance not “appropriated to military settlements”. We were advised - to be able to “survive” the 
scorching sun and the hot temperatures – to wear clear and opaque garments, to carry sunscreen 
and adequate water supplies and of course to ban caps, umbrellas, veils, “sunshade” and accesso-
ries that could be lost due to the wind, always present, and that would become awkward due to FOD 
(no one would be charged for the repair of an F-16!).

Another important chapter was how to behave in the eight Spotting Points, real squares drawn 
with white lime in the soil and located near the runways, in really strategic areas for photography 
and from which we would not have been able to get away without permission or escort. During the 
various transfers by bus, or in any area of the base in which we would have been conducted, it was 
absolutely prior to observe the provisions given from the military staff, without any digression, 
delay or other issues.
There were a few rules that failure to comply would cost very expensive: the immediate and 
unconditional exulsion from the base. In short, in the event of non-compliance with the rules there 
was a real risk of not taking pictures and to made that long trip for nothing: a real nightmare fora 
spotter! 
 
After fixed all the formalities, we have dealt with the logistic: flights, hotel and cars.

On Friday November 1 we met at Milan Malpensa Airport from where we were to leave for Brazil 
with a Boeing 767 a bit dated and not very comfortable. The flight followed the route Milan – Forta-
leza - Natal (the return flight would have been only Natal – Milan). 
Our arrival airport, fortunately, coincided also this time with the military base of the exercise! No 
further transfers. We carried out the currency change directly at the airport. 
After taking over our rented car, a Fiat Doblò chosen for the remarkable interior space and luggage 
load capacity, we entered into the chaotic and colorful South American traffic, going directly to the 
hotel. It was very nice for us to find summer heat in the beginning of November!

The program of the “Cruzeiro do Sul” ( CRUZEX 2013) was irresistible: nine countries with 96 

aircraft engaged in an exercise aimed to the integration of different operational structures on 
the basis of a coalition operation in the context of a modern conflict of low intensity. Certainly the 
most important event for this field in Latin America. Operational standards to be met were those 
of NATO, with the peculiarity that only two participating countries - the United States and Canada 
- are NATO members, while aren’t NATO members Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, 
Uruguay and Venezuela. As evidenced  during the opening press conference of the exercise by the 
commanders representing individual nations, the event was a valuable opportunity - for countries 
whose air force is necessarily reduced - for measure, discuss, learn concepts and teachings 
otherwise unattainable. A wonderful opportunity for us to see at once a large number of machines 
practically impossible to find in Europ, the majority of which with magnificent camouflage liveries. 
A quite unique event and an opportunity for revitalizing the sensors of our camers become numbed 
and mortified by the ubiquitous low visibility gray prevailing in our latitudes .

The involved bases, from November 4 to 15, were mainly located in the Nordeste region, and specifi-
cally: Base Aérea de Natal (RN) for fighter jets and transport, Base Aérea de Recife (PE) for tanker 
and surveillance aircraft, while the helipad of CAICÓ was used by a rapid intervention unit to deal 
with any emergency.

Our initial plan was to visit Natal Air Base, with the chance to take in flight photos onboard of a 
C-130, and then to go to Recife for take in flight photos onboard of tankers. Two perspectives that 
were heavily tipped the scales towards “Yes”, when we decided whether to travel or not to Brazil. 
Unfortunately, we learned early that flights on the tankers were not allowed for the photographers 
and then we gave up the long, heavy trip to Recife. The flight on the C- 130, fiercely pursued by the 
crowd of photographers, was instead impartially allocated by the responsible officer, according to 
various nationalities and professional relevances of accredited journalists. Only three of five of we 
Italians have been allowed to get onboard the aircraft.
Although the opportunity to fly nuanced, it remains true that the aircraft used were really intere-
sting for us from Europe.  In addition to the the large tankers , to the C-130Js and Hs (for airdrop), 
at the side of the “usual” jet fighters, were employed small-medium sized aircraft, propeller and 
jet, specialized in counter-insurgency, counter-narcotics and ground attack, assignments virtually 
non-existent in Europe.
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The first day “in theater” we went to spotting near the fences of the airport, an old  and diffused 
passion, and slowly a big nice international group international was formed. We were all waiting to 
enter the next day. It was an opportunity for experience with the Brazilian peripheries, not exactly 
praised for their safety but, however, fascinating places, full of contrasts between poverty and 
development, where you can see even more exacerbated all the contradictions that globalization is 
creating now at all latitudes.
Brazil in the process for the preparation of the imminent FIFA World Cup, the country is pressing 
the accelerator of the preparations, from those planning to logistics and probably also with social 
implications. The police are very present on the main roads. For example, since we were stationed 
in an area not exactly central for tourists, a concentration of foreigners with camera equipment 
should have been considered at risk by the authorities that sent a police motorcyclist, who was 
placed not far apart .
Once he was gone, it didnit take long before the alowly arrival of a black pick up with a white skull 
on the side of the BOPE (see film Tropa de Elite ) with four officers armed  from head to toe, ready 
for any type of engagement! 

There were moments of hilarity when an individual, probably drunk, approached us and tried 
vigorously to mime with gestures and grunts something that probably had seen happen in the past 
inside the airport, which we interpreted as an incident to a plane landing. Really hilarious, we have 
an idea of how some characters star in comedy programs can be born...

The unofficial instructions in terms of safety from the staff of the Air Base were however very 
clear: avoid to flaunt any valuable item of clothing or technology or sophisticated, always turn in 
a group, bring along a photocopy of your passport and visa, bring an old cell phone, little money, 
perhaps in most pockets, but always have something to give in: in case of robbery, having nothing 
to give can trigger anger and retaliation very harmful.
However nothing happened, and we haven’t seen incidents of crime (also true that we avoided 
places and premises at risk).
Awaiting the start of the exercise , two days from tourists allowed us to get in touch with the city 
which was hosting us. An certainly fun experience, was the hike over the sand dunes with a Dune 
Buggy. Advisable! Realy suggestive Pipa beach where, after swimming in the Ocean at sunset, we 
relaxed in the lounge bar with the inevitable outdoor live music.

Meals aren’t particularly expensive in Brazil and the offer is really wide. In each district are 
inevitable the words “frango”, “camarao”, “picanha”, chicken, shrimp and meat, the most common 
types of food. There are friendly locals where you serve yourself with a great variety of dishes, 
and then weigh the dish and you pay by weight: convenient and practical! Don’t miss a jump to a 
churrascaria with binge on meat (for those who were to be in the area , try “ Sal e Brasa “ which in 
truth has everything: not just meat)!
A curiosity that hardly forget, are the speed bumps: constructed of concrete or asphalt, often 
disproportionate in size, they are an omnipresent nightmare. Especially in the most absurd and 
dangerous points. It’s important to consider that road transfers inevitably occur with low hourly 
averages, it would be better to consider to extra time in the schedule of them.

Returning to the main reason of our trip in Brazil, the access to the air base foresaw – every 
morning - a slow and accurate individual recognition from part of the staff at the entrance and 
after this everyone received the pass and the yellow bib with the written PRESS. Then the groups 
were divided, according to the different credits and requirements. Depending on the light of the 
sun, and the special concessions (such as flight on the C-130 , or access to a small terrace on the 
control tower) were created different groups, properly handled and accompanied. Small groups 
were moving on foot to areas adjacent to the flight line, the bigger one instead was conducted by 
bus to the marked out pitches with lime.
A lunch break in a picturesque family-run kiosk, where they were all (soldiers, guests, journalists), 
chanted the halfway point of the day. Then in the afternoon all returned to their own activities, until 
the onset of dusk, a  special moment for striking color photos, but the sun at the Equator falls soon. 
The press office made a great and commendable effort to allow everyone to see as many places 
and activities in the best way possible. You could see that the lieutenant was assigned to us was 
“one of us” , photographer by passion before entering the service and a passion for the aircraft 
that fortunately remained.
Managing eighty people (maybe more between photographers and journalists eager and curious) in 
the middle of an exercise with 96 aircraft, nine countries and more than two thousand employees, 
organize the interlude of an open-day open to the public, then resume active exercises, is an effort 
that not many Armed Forces agree to support. It’s absolutely necessary wrist, but also courtesy, 
timing and organization, and we sincerely thank the members of the PRESS CRUZEX for what they 
made for us. Not to be outdone the press and public relations representatives of all the participa-
ting nations, prodigal of information and attention to our requests.

It would be nice if the common people, who often look to the uniforms with animosity, could see 
personally how much collaboration, sharing and serenity, are the basis of the relations of coopera-
tion between nations so different. When you work together for integration and development, things 
can only bring good results. And when the air forces of a diverse continent, historically “hot” such 
as South America, next to the economically and socially distant North America, working together to 
find a common policy and a new cooperation, the auspices may well be positive. 
If only we think, for example, of how climate events are upsetting more and more areas and 
different, the collaboration between the various armed forces, should be greeted with gratitude by 
the people.

And like all fairy tales, this was now come to an end: Thursday November 8, in the late afternoon, 
our return flight was waiting for us. But as always, when it comes to abandon a base you will find 
any excuse to pull it as long ay possible. So we convinced the lieutenant, once addressed to the 
afternoon destinations the groups that remained until evening,to  join us for the last time on the 
flight line. Hailed reluctantly the amenable lieutenant, time was running out, and we started for the 
final rush. 
Sweaty from a day under the sun, we had to pack everything up, wash up and change us for the 
flight to Milan Malpensa. The plan, however, was ready: our first destination was a motel just at a 
few miles from the airport, where we could have shower and change the clothes, then directly to 
the airport. 
I lacked the knowledge of these structures, but I must admit that for a “fast and furious” shower 
are unsurpassed for the value for money and time. Cleaned and load of luggage we arrived exactly 
on time at the civil airport (one hundred meters from the military airport that had hosted the 
exercise).
The check in desk was free and absolutely comfortable: it was too good! Too, in fact.
As usual we made a final assault to the bar to finish the small change in local currency remained, 
and then we waitied for the opening of the security controls.
At the time scheduled for departure, the international departures area wasn’t yet opened and 
we were noticed that the aircraft experienced some technical issues, but also that a technician 
was already at work to fix it. At first the departure was scheduled again for the evening. But after 
another wait we were told “ we are sorry, the departure will be tomorrow in the morning!”. 

AMX International A-1A Brazil Air Force

Mil AH-2 Sabre (Mi-35M) Brazil Air Force
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We have witnessed tensions and  jitters, and heard some menaces in Portuguese to the clerk of 
the Italian company. All useless. We were we moved to some hotels. Fortunately our group stayed 
together. 
From here started the real and final adventure: the next morning the technician had not yet fixed the 
fault and the Italian accountable of the company came and went. Meanwhile, we ran out of money in 
foreign currency exchange and clothing.
Since we could not go too far, because we were waiting for news on the repair of the aircraft and 
then on the next departure time, we went to the nearby mall for basic necessities. After other 
vicissitudes we learned later that the local technician had surrendered and that a technician would 
be left Italy  with a TAP Portugal flight and that he would be arrived in Brazil the next day though. At 
this stage the situation appeared compromised.
Also this card  turned out nothing: we were informed that the plane was not repairable and that 
another aicraft would be left  from Italy as soon as possible!
We all had commitments at home, both for work and family, and there seemed to be no deve-
lopments. Again, this was an adventure! Reorganize in a foreign country, as well as the time and 
manner programmed without knowing when it would be solved. Then the situation was this: two-
thirds of the passengers stopped in Fortaleza where there was also a Boeing 767 out of use. The 
rest of the passengers, with us, were in Natal. We were noticed that the flight, which was supposed 
to be operated with a 767 that would leave from Fortaleza and would have made a stopover in Natal, 
at this point would be operated with a smaller Boeing 737.
When we thought we had seen the highlight of our adventure, we learned of another new:  we would 
have been transferred by bus from Natal to Fortaleza! A trip of 10 hours on one of the worst roads 
of Brazil. This idea of such a long and risky journey with our luggage and photographic equipment 
seemed unacceptable to us. 
A dozen of us decided for booking a domestic flight and a few hours later we were in a hotel with all 
comforts in Fortaleza. The rest of the group arrived at the hotel after 01.00 AM.
The next morning we met around nine o’clock and we made long formalities to adjust the extras 
not included in the company’s plan of “recovery” and then we were transferred to the airport from 
which we took off with over an hour late on the delay to the total delay. The flight was really long 
with fuel stop at Ilha do Sal, given that the 737 can not make a nonstop transatlantic flight. 
In the African island another issue! After refuelling the aircraft started the take-off procedures, 
but after about some feets in the runway, the plane stopped suddenly and turned off everything, 
including air conditioning, engines and lights. And now what else was there?

Ater a few seconds, the APU of the aircraft began to run and the air conditioning and the lights 
came on again. The captain explained that were some problems with custom duties and that the 
problems would be quickly resolved. 
The door was opened, an accountable boarded the plane and left it again after a few minutes. I’d 
like to commend the professionalism of flight attendants who has also dispensed serenity and 
availability to passengers that, on the third day late and on a plane set up for shorter routes, 
could be hostile and irritated. In the morning we finally landed at Malpensa after a surreal return 
flight: it was Tuesday instead of Saturday as planned... 
Three unplanned days upseted the plans and certainly created problems, but often the 
unexpected offers unexplored opportunities, transits in areas otherwise unknown, meetings and 
socializing in unusual contexts, which give character to the end of a trip and make it unique. 
Not over, we are still waiting to see, once finished the rebound, who will take the responsibility 
between travel agency and company, to fulfill at least the remedies provided by law. 
And in 2016? Will we come back in Brazil? Who knows...

Mil AH-2 Sabre (Mi-35M) Brazil Air Force FMA IA-58A Pucara
Uruguay - Air Force

General Dynamics F-16AM Fighting Falcon
Chile Air Force

Cessna A-37B Dragonfly (318E)
Colombia Air Force
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This was the “menu”:

Two brand new stretched Canadian C-130Js, we were able to access the inside of one of these C130 
and to visit the flight deck.

Some Brazilian C-130Hs/Ms, some of them former Italian Air Force’s brids, with an amazing camou-
flage.

American, Chilean and Venezuelan F-16s, the latter with a beautiful special color aircraft especially 
dedicated to the 30th anniversary of the group and, in general, the career of the Vipers in Venezuelan 
Air Force.

In Recife there were: Chilean and American KC-135s and a Colombian KC-767.

Colombian and Uruguayan Cessna A-37 Dragonflies, really awesome aircraft: low, wide, with the pilots 
side by side and with wings charges like no other!

Brasilian and Ecuadorians A-29 Super Tucanos. Landlord and proud of the Brazilian national industry, 
the A-29 was recently upgraded in avionics and communications and it has an excellent reputation in 
Brazil Air Force.

Argentinian A-4s e KC-130s. Unfortunately this ones remained only a hope for the spotters because 
Argentine retired from the exercise shortly before the start of Cruzex and the “Scooters” have not 
seen...

Three awesome Uruguayan IA-58  Pucarà. This twin-engine turboprop aircraft are really amazing, 
imposing and fashinating with their high landing gears, they display their operational vocation for 
missions in hot and hostile environments. Pucaras are unavailable in Europe, if not in some museum in 
the UK. Cruzex was a great opportunity to see them already in operations!

Last but not least the imposing line up of Brazilian aircraft:

The awesome F-5EMs, the Brazilian camouflage makes even more beautiful this aircraft that is already 
in operations with many air forces of the world!

The A-1s, Brazilian variant of the AMX that we have in Italy. I might sound boring ... But even this 
aircraft, with a nice gray-green camouflage, looks like another airplane!

And what about F-2000 Mirages? As Marcel Dassault said: “If a plane is beautiful, fly well.” Who dares 
to contradict him? Cruzex was the last appearance of this aircraft that are retired from service on 
December 31 2013. 

Some E-99s (EMB 145 AEW&C), aircraft based in Recife, have been used to expand the coverage of 
ground radar for managing the instant  validation shot, one of the novelties of Cruzex 2013.

The AH-2 Sabres, Brazilian designation of the version Mi-35M of the legendary Soviet flying gunship  
Mi-24 Hind. It was its first participation in the Cruzex and it perfectly played the role of C-SAR and 
ground attack in support of ground troops. 

The H-60Ls, the ubiquitous Black Hawk, H-1Hs, the immortal Iroquois, and H-34s, local designation of 
the Super Puma, were the trio of rotary wing assets dedicated to SAR missions to ensure immediate 
action in the event of an accident, also deployed in the forward base of CAICÓ, located in a central area 
than the area affected by exercise.
 
C-105A Amazonas, the Brazilian version of the Airbus Military (fomer EADS CASA) C-295 for tactical 
transport missions.

Embraer A-29B Super Tucano (EMB-314)
Ecuador Air Force
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International Air Show 2013 – 
Radom-Sadkow

by Rob Hendriks
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Sukhoi Su-27UB
Ukraine Air Force
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International Air Show 2013 – Radom-Sadkow

My name is Rob Hendriks, I am 36 years old and I am born and raised in Veghel, The 
Netherlands. I’m a military aviation enthusiast and photographer since the late 80’s. 
It all started when my dad took me to Volkel AB every Wednesday afternoon to see the 
F-104 Starfighter. During the late 90’s aircraft spotting became more than a hobby for 
me, as it actually became part of my job. Since late 1998 I have been working for the 
Royal Netherlands Air Force with Air Traffic Control. First some years at Volkel AB, and 
the last seven years at Eindhoven AB. I’m also maintaining a website called fly-by.nl on 
which you find reports of airshows, base visits and military exercises.

During the summer of 2013 the International Air Show at Radom-Sadkow was held for 
the ninth time. This airshow has been on my wish list for a long time, but the fact that 
you’re facing the sun all day long kept me from going in the past. When in the months 
prior the airshow the list of participating aircraft quickly grew I decided to do some 
research on the possibilities south of the airbase. With a little help from some Polish 
aviation enthusiasts I found a nice spot outside the base with the sun in your back. With 
this knowledge there was nothing to stop me from going this year.

On Friday the 23rd of August I travelled to Poland with some friends. The first day of our 
stay was spend at 23 BLT Mińsk-Mazowiecki, 50 kilometres east of Warsaw. In the days 
prior our departure I arranged a base visit at this MiG-29-base to make a report on 
the rehearsals of the air force defile for the International Air Show at Radom-Sadkow. 
When we arrived at Mińsk-Mazowiecki the first wave of the day was already airborne 
but we had the nice opportunity to take shots of the aircraft taxiing in after landing. 
For the second wave we were positioned close to the runway for some nice actions 
shots during both the departures and the landings. We saw a nice variety of aircraft 
at Mińsk-Mazowiecki; eleven Su-22 Fitters from ńwidwin, seven MiG-29 Fulcrums from 
Malbork, three M-28 Bryza’s and two C-295’s from Kraków-Balice, one C-130 Hercules 
from Powidz and three local MiG-29 Fulcrums.

The next day we left our hotel very early as the road to the spot I found at Radom-
Sadkow closes early in the morning. The weather forecast was very promising for 
the weekend, but when we arrived around six o’clock the airbase was hidden behind 
a heavy fog layer. During the morning the fog cleared and around nine o’clock the air 
display started with some old warbirds. The first military participants to show up in the 
morning were two Polish Army Mi-24 Hinds followed by a SH-2 Sea Sprite of the Polish 
Navy. Around noon it was time for the Polish Air Force defile with no less than 45 ai-
rcraft. Besides the aircraft we already saw at Mińsk-Mazowiecki, six SW-4 helicopters 
from Dńblin, six F-16’s from Poznañ-Krzesiny and the two Polish aerobatic teams took 
part in the defile.

The airshow saw a nice variety of different fighter aircraft showing their abilities. Besi-
des the four F-16 display teams from Belgium, Greece, The Netherlands and Turkey we 
saw two Gripen displays, a Polish MiG-29 display, a Romanian MiG-21 display, an Italian 
EF2000 display and a French Rafale display. The real star of the show was the Su-27UB 
Flanker of the Ukrainian Air Force. Unfortunately we had some bad luck with the clouds 
which resulted in some very challenging light conditions. The display was very specta-
cular with low passes, tight turns and top views. The pilots were really putting their jet 
to the limits. Sometimes you could really feel the heat of the huge afterburners when 
the jet came low over our heads.

Besides burners and vapours the air display also saw lots of helicopter power. The 
French Air Force brought an EC.725 Caracal, the CSAR version of the Super Puma, 
which gave a nice Combat Search and Rescue demonstration. The show of the Dutch 
Apache display team was very spectacular, with loops, rolls, tight turns and lots of 
flares. Later that afternoon the Polish Police Force, the Lotnictwa Policja, took to the 
sky with a Mi-2 Hoplite and a Mi-8 Hip. The latter gave a nice demonstration in dropping 
Special Forces followed by some nice low passes.

No less than six different aerobatic teams were present at Radom-Sadkow, including 
both Polish Air Force teams. A team not seen very often in the airshow scene is the Mid-
night Hawks from Finland. This team, flying with four Hawk jet trainers, made their se-
cond appearance at Radom-Sadkow after making their debut in 2009. The home team, 
Team Orlik, which is based at Radom-Sadkow flew some very nice tight formations with 
their eight PZL 130 Orliks. The display of Team Iskra, flying with seven TS-11 Iskras, was 

a little disappointing compared to the home team. During a beautiful sunset, the last 
aerobatic team of the day performed, The Wings of Storm from Croatia. This brought 
an end to a fantastic day along the fence at Radom-Sadkow Airbase.

For the second show day we decided to enter the base early to have a look at the 
many stands around the crowd area, and of course to photograph the aircraft and 
helicopters parked at the static display. The best time to take pictures of the static is 
in the early morning due to the position of the sun. The static on the eastern side of 
the airbase was very good. The aircraft and helicopters were parked in line which gives 
you good photo opportunities. It is a lot harder to take good photos of the other aircraft 
parked at the static. People are walking around the aircraft, but that is what the static 
is all about. To give the people a good view at the aircraft and the opportunity to ask the 
pilots or ground crews questions about the aircraft.

The highlights of the static display were certainly some of the Polish helicopters like the 
Mi-2 and Mi-171 as well as the PZL 104 Wilga of the Polish Border Guard. The non-Polish 
highlight of the static was the Su-27 Flanker of the Ukrainian Air Force. The long queues 
in front of the aircraft, just to sit in the cockpit for a moment, show the popularity of 
this mighty fighter. The helicopter flightline is located in the grass in front of the crowd. 
In the early morning it was possible to take some very nice shots of the Mi-24’s, SW-4’s, 
W-3’s and all the other helicopters participating in the flying display. But, be on time, as 
later in the morning you are facing the sun, so photography will be a tough job.

When all aircraft and helicopters were seen and photographed we left the base as 
we had to catch our flight back to the Netherlands. We had a fantastic weekend in 
Poland with lots of nice displays and we took many GB’s of photo material. A very big 
compliment goes out to the organizers of the event. Hopefully we will see another great 
International Air Show in 2015, and hopefully we will be there as well.

Boeing AH-64D Apache Longbow
Royal Netherlands Air Force
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PZL-Okecie PZL-130TC-2 Turbo Orlik
Poland Air Force

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-29A 
Poland Air Force

General Dynamics (TUSAS) F-16CG Night Falcon 
Turkey Air Force
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Sukhoi Su-22M4
Poland - Air Force

Eurofighter Typhoon
Italy Air Force

Kaman SH-2G Super Seasprite (K-894)
Poland Navy

Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21MF-75 Lancer C
Romania Air Force

Mil Mi-8T
Poland Police
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Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-29A
Poland Air Force

Mil Mi-17-1V Poland Army PZL-Okecie 104M Wilga 2000
Poland Border Guard
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Mil Mi-24D Poland Air Force
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linate 
spotting guide
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Linate is one of Milan’s 3 commercial airports (the other ones being Malpensa and Orio al Serio), 
and it is the closest one to the city, being 7 km away only from the city centre. Built to replace the 
Taliedo airfield, it was built during the Thirties next to Milan’s Idroscalo (Seaplane Base), and it was 
completed only few years before World War 2. The airport grounds were extended in the Sixties and 
in the Eighties, when it reached its current configuration.
From the spotter’s point of view, Linate’s traffic is quite boring: passengers flights are operated 
exclusively with narrow-body airplanes, and you’ll see mostly Alitalia and EasyJet airplanes. Other 
major European airlines and Meridiana Fly have very few flights per day. Many flights were moved to 
Malpensa after the completion of the Malpensa 2000 project. Linate’s only cargo flight is operated 
by TNT by night, and it is impossible to spot unless it suffers heavy delays on its return trip. Most 
of Linate’s traffic is composed by business jet: it is the third airport in Europe for executive traffic 
(behind Paris Le Boruget and Geneva), and the airplanes range from the smallest single-engine tur-
boprops to Boeing Business Jets. During major events (such as the Grand Prix of Italy) there are so 
many biz-jets that they need to be parked on the unused general aviation runway. During weekdays it 
is also possible to see Italian Air Force airplanes (typically C-130Js, C-27Js, A319s and Falcons) and 
VIP transports from other nations’ Air Forces.
Linate has one active runway only, direction 36/18, 2400 m long. Runway 36 is used 95% of the time, 
runway 18 being used only in particular weather conditions due to its lack of an ILS system.

To reach Linate’s spotting points take Milan’s Tangenziale Est (A51) and take via Mecenate’s exit. 
The road network near the airport isn’t too complicated, so it should be easy to reach the various 
spotting points.
Point 1: Canzo graveyard’s parking (coordinates N45.44136, E9.28107)
Leave your car in Canzo graveyard’s parking, only few meters away from the airport fence. You will 
be only few dozens meters away from taxiway Tango, and you will need focal lengths from 70 mm 
(for the airliners) up to 150 mm (for biz-jets and airliners close-ups). It is possible to take photos of 
airplanes taking off and landing, but most of the times there will be heavy heat haze. For take-offs 
and landings you’ll need focal lengths from 150 mm up to 250 mm. This spotting point is correctly lit 
in the morning only, and you are forced to take photos across the fence. Many pilots know that in this 
point many families use to spend their weekends with their children, so they will salute often.
Point 2: TNT embankment (coordinates N45.436511, E9.282331)
Leave your car in the nearby parking and climb on the embankment, then go north until you reach the 
small fence that marks TNT’s ground. Airplanes are a dozen meters farther than from Point 1, but you 
will be above the fence’s barbed wire. Higher ground means also slightly less heat haze, especially 
for landing airplanes. You’ll need the same focal lengths as Point 1. This point is correctly lit in the 
morning only. It is also possible to take nice backlit photos during sunset, and if you have a tripod you 
can try a long exposure shot if an airplane holds short of the runway.
Point 3 (coordinates N45.431655, E9.281156)
Leave your car at the end of the road and walk along the unpaved road. From here you can take nice 
backlit sunset photos, otherwise it offers nothing more than Point 1 and 2.
Point 4: bicycle path (coordinates N45.431392, E9.276097)
Leave your car on the unpaved road that leads to the nearby farmhouse and walk along the bicycle 
path until it turns. From here landing aircrafts are very close, and you’ll need focal lengths from 100 
mm to 150 mm. In this point the fence is not a net, it is formed by poles quite far from each other 
(you can fit a lens through them). If you shoot across the fence and you have a focal length of about 
200 mm, you can take photos of airplanes taking off. However, there is considerable heat haze, so it 
is better to take such photos only in windy days. Winds are rare in this zone of Italy, but they will also 
remove the typical fog of this zone and will make the Alps visible from this spotting point. This point 
is correctly lit in the afternoon only.
Point 5: “big gate” (coordinates N45.444777, E9.274798)
Leave your car on the side of the road and walk along the unpaved road, there are no differences 
between going to the left or to the right. From this point you can take photos of all movements on the 
runway with focal lengths from 90 mm (for airliners) up to 250 mm (for biz-jets). You are forced to 
shoot across the fence. This point is correctly lit in the afternoon only.
Point 6: Kilo taxiway (coordinates N45.451092, E9.266693)
Leave your car on the side of the read and get close to the fence (you are forced to shoot across 
the fence). From this point it is possible to take photos of the biz-jets, that are forced to reach their 
dedicated parking using the Kilo taxiway (notorious for the 2001 Linate disaster with its old name 
Romeo 6). During the weekend of the Grand Prix of Italy you will also see several helicopters that 
perform a shuttle service between the airport and the Monza racetrack. You’ll need focal lengths 
from70 mm up to 150 mm. This spotting point is correctly lit in the afternoon only.

Linate 
Spotting guide
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Alitalia’s McDonnell Douglas MD-82
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Formula 1 Flight Operation’s BAe146-100

Alitalia aircraft in the runways

Alitalia’s Embraer 190 in Sky Team livery
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Mudry Cap10A

Belgian Air Force’s Dassault Falcon 20E

Cessna 01 Bird Dog

British Airways’ Airbus A319 “Golden Dove”
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bahrein trade show

report by Ludo Kloek
www.milair.be
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Hawker Beechcraft AT-6B Texan II
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Northrop F-5F Tiger II
Royal Bahrain Air Force

Lockheed Martin C-130
US Air Force
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Sikorsky UH-60
Royal Bahrain Air Force

BAE Systems Hawk 129
Royal Bahrain Air Force

Ilyushin IL-76M
Russian Air Force
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Boeing F/A-18D Super Hornet Us Marines
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Sukhoi Su-27UB
Russian Air Force (Russian Knights)

A mixed group of fellow spotters gathered in Schiphol to participate in the first ever trip of 4Aviation 
(4aviation.nl) to the bi-annual trade show in Bahrein, held at Sakhir airbase.
The first day of the show we picked up our media/trade passes, a must have to experience everything 
the Bahrein trade show has to offer. A drawback is the fact that the static only could be accessed with 
such a pass. 
The general public, which were seated somewhere else, were not allowed on this part of the airbase. It 
still was a trade show and not an general airshow.

The static display consisted of various types of jets, props and helicopters from different countries. 
The Bahreini Air Force was present with many operational airframes. But the main reason for our visit, 
my absolute favorite in this respect, was the F-5E Freedom Fighter.
There were also aircraft of European production: the French brought the Dassault Rafale, UK was present 
with the Eurofighter Typhoon and a two seater Supermarine Spitfire, Turkey  had the Agusta T-129 on 
display. 
The neighbouring United Arab Emirates were present with Mirages and F-16s, while the Indian Air Force 
had a brand new Embraer 145XR on display. 
The largest delegation was from the United States with impressive hardware. There were also some 
support and civil hardware on display. 
And last but not least the display teams consisted of the Saudi Hawks, UAE's Al Fursan (MB339) and the 
Russian Knights with their impressive Sukhoi Su-27s. There was plenty to see and photograph, to keep 
us busy for the next three days.

The airshow started every day at 13.00 with a formation of Bahreini F-5s and F-16s. Sadly at that time 
the position of the sun was directly opposite the display line. So we got backlit pictures during the aerial 
displays.
A simple solution for this problem was to position ourselves on the other side of the base, on the out-
side, near the fence close to the entrance of the University of Bahrein. We parked our car on the dirt 
patch near the entrance of the University and walked to the south following the stone wall, just following 
the local residents. Sun from behind and dead center on the display line made an excellent spot in the 
afternoon.

On sunday, before heading back home, we were allowed to attend the departures of the aircraft still 
present on the airbase, which meant a lot of activity and some support aircraft coming and going. 
In the afternoon we left Sakhir airbase behind us with a big smile on our faces. All in all a very succesfull 
trip to this event.

Thanks to Jürgen, our guide, but also to the airbase staff whom cooperated in every possible way. Moving 
ladders and cones just to make it possible to shoot that one perfect picture.
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Dassault Mirage 2000-9EAD
United Arab Emirates Air Force

Eurofighter EF-2000 Typhoon FGR4
Royal Saudi Air Force 

British Aerospace Hawk 65A
Royal Saudi Air Force (Saudi Hawks) 

Northrop F-5F Tiger II
Royal Bahrain Air Force

Bell AH-1F Cobra
Royal Bahrain Air Force

Hercules C-130 Royal Saudi Air Force
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British Aerospace Hawk 65A
Royal Saudi Air Force (Saudi Hawks)

Embraer ERJ145SM
Indian Air Force

Royal Bahrain Air Force fighters formation

Lockheed Martin F-16E Fighting Falcon
United Arab Emirates Air Force

B-1B Lancer Us Air Force
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Sukhoi Su-27UB
Russian Air Force (Russian Knights)
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the big e
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by Remo Guidi
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The last operational cruise of the USS Enterprise , CVN 65 ,
two days aboard the first nuclear aircraft carrier ever built.

The received message is very clear: I need to be at NAS Souda Bay , 
Crete, Tuesday 27 at 10.30 .
It ‘ Friday, March 23, 2012 and I have to get organized quickly , the 
opportunity is the most exciting  and I can not afford to make mista-
kes, losing the connecting flight, losing my luggage , and then, alone; 
certainly with a friend could be helpful and deal with the unexpected 
would be easier but I could not say no because it was available only 
one place ; one opportunity like this you can not refuse.

At the Main Gate of Naval Air Station Souda Bay i meet the fellow 
adventurers; they are twelve of various nationalities , quite a lot ‘ of 
people , I thought that we would have been less.
We are welcomed by “Paul” the PAO ( Public Affairs Officer ) Souda 
Bay that with a Van , those who consume one liter per kilometer , he 
settles all of us  in the waiting room of the airport.
The take-off is scheduled for noon and waiting i try to do a couple of 
shots at a pair of “Orion “ parked on the ramp , not even trying, the 
Greek security is adamant : “No shot”, and while I try one last appro-
ach to the gendarme , lands our taxi to the Enterprise , a Grumman 
C-2 Greyhound, the COD (Carrier on Board Delivery) .
I wear a life jacket and helmet with built-in noise pavilions and sit 
down , we intend to gestures and I do not understand why the seats 
are positioned on the other hand ( the back to the front gear) . I will 
understand .... later , on arrival.

After nearly an hour of flight and bounce , I felt like Jack Ryan in 
the film The Hunt for Red October , the crew lets out a cry : “... here 
we go ! “ And shortly after, with a blow landed on the bridge of the 
Enterprise.
And  now i understand why the seats are mounted on the contrary : 
in two / three seconds you are  switched from landing speed , high 
however , to zero enduring a considerable amount of “g” and having 
the back firmly resting on the seat  you realize almost anything ; but 
I believe that the emotion and the adrenaline have had easy game on 
everything else .
The crew open the door to the queue and it lower the ramp and the 
green light is given to get off the plane .

Suddenly I realize: I stand on the bridge of the Enterprise, the first 
nuclear powered aircraft carrier in the world , the largest in operation 
with its 1122 ft. long, and a universe of colored men is placed in front of 
me: yellow, white , green , red , silver ...... that all move together , like 
a well-orchestrated ballet by a director who is not seen but of course 
there is.

The press officer of CVN 65 give us a warm welcome and explains 
the rules to follow to ensure that the visit is carried out safely : we 
will go first on the island at the top , next to the Air Boss station , and 
then on the flight bridge where we’ll be really close to the men and 
the aircrafts during take off and landing;  already feels the setting in 
motion of the jet , there are seven flights of stairs to go and no one 
wants to miss a moment of what is happening out there.

On the bridge there will be at least thirty aircraft and the men begin 
to move in unison, coordinated , accurate , efficient, everyone knows 
what to do ; specialists are scrambling around to prepare the aircraft 
for take-off , the attendants catapults (there are all four running) 
check that nothing prevents the sliding of the launcher and at some 
point begins the “ Show” .
The planes are aligned and is a series of take-offs , one after the other 
without a breather .
The Hawkeye is launched for the first , who has the task of controlling 

air space , followed by a pair of Prowler for electronic 
countermeasures and then Hornet, Super Hornet from 
the Navy and the Marine Corps , so many you lose count 
of how many they are.
I rest dazed but do not have time to see disappear over 
the horizon the last F -18 that already the men on the 
flight deck are preparing themself to receive the first 
landings ( between the first flight and the first landing 
will be spent no more than half ‘ hour) .
And the planes are down that makes you so impressed 
about what it is appening; and you’re there  a few 
meters from the contact point , close to the ropes 
to stop and taking a picture after the other with an 
irrepressible enthusiasm which makes you be reckless 
and without feeling the fatigue.

Yeah, fatigue, I’m standing from five in the morning , 
hard to sleep with the thought of what awaited me , I 
have lost count of how many up and down the decks 
of the ship were made but it continues as if nothing 
had happened, until sunset with the arrival of the last 
sortie of fifteen aircraft , because in one afternoon 
were launched and recovered more than sixty in three 
different aircraft sorties .
At the end, even after the Hawkeye has been recovered 
, turned off the engine , an almost surreal silence falls 
and all the men involved in the maneuvers are given a 
great deal to do to fix on the bridge all the aircrafts, 
the hangar must remain empty tomorrow ‘s Enterprise 
throw the anchor in the bay of Piraeus, the port of 

Athens , and tradition has it that the Big “ E” shows his 
“ muscles “ .

Finally a little ‘rest , after a quick dinner , we go on a 
bunk ..... but almost barely believe it : dormitory for 
twelve people, new experience .
Sleeping was a utopia , even with ear plugs and at six 
o’clock everybody want to go on the deck to capture 
that moment that only the marvelous sunrise can 
give, with its oblique light that makes wonderful all the 
photos.
What a thrill , surrounded by a multitude of aircraft, 
here comes the sun and begins to rise from the East 
, but you have to hurry , rooms at amazing speed and 
good shots are not many.

Eventually the time comes to land and I linger in the 
hangar : suddenly I’m alone, my luggage is gone and I do 
not know which way to go .
But it is a matter of a moment, a Marine grabs me and, 
with firm determination , settles me and my backpack 
on the boat that will take us to the ground.

There she is the Enterprise , great even while doing 
more distant as the boat approaches the mainland ; 
goodbye Big “ E” and thank you for the emotions you 
made me feel .

report and photos by Remo Guidi
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fly with the windfl

report by Ennio Varani
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“A bubble with a basket attached to it”. With these words Paolo Barbieri, pilot 
and coordinator of the Dobbiaco/Toblach Balloon Festival described a hot 
air balloon at the opening of the first international hot air balloon meeting 
in South Tyrol in January 2003 in Dobbiaco, Puster Valley (Italy). The event 
which was initiated by several hotel owners and the Tourism Association im-
mediately generated a great deal of interest. For the first time winter flights 
took place in a hot air balloon in the area. For the pilots these were pioneering 
flights into the unknown because nothing was as yet known about the altitude 
winds and the rising air currents that occur depending on the ground proper-
ties and the winter weather conditions.
Now, eleven years on, the Dolomiti Balloon Festival is one of Europe’s largest 
balloon events and the only one that takes places in the Dolomites in winter. 
The 11th Dolomiti Balloon Festival Dobbiaco was a fantastic opportunity to rai-
se the profile of the Dolomites. Hot air balloons have always been a means of 
environmentally friendly travel, and their slow and calm flight enables visitors 
to admire the breathtaking panorama of our mountains, which are even more 
fascinating in winter when they are covered in shimmering white beauty and 
the air is  crystal clear. Thanks to this unique panorama the number of parti-
cipating teams increases year on year.  
More and more accompanying programmes were offered in recent years, 
such as the opportunity to take a ride in a hot airship, to enjoy the special 
shapes balloons and, in the course of the competitions in recent years, the 56 
remote controlled balloons from Germany, Austria, Canada, Italy and Russia. 
Always keen to protect the environment the organisers of the Balloon Festi-
val brought new technologies to Dobbiaco over the years, such as the solar 
balloon that uses heat from the sun to rise up into the air, generating zero 
emissions. 
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Airbus A300-600ST Beluga

Turin Caselle Airport (LIMF/TRN) is an airport located 15 km (9.2 mi) northwest of the 
city of Turin, one of the major Italian cities and an important industrial center. 
In addition to the commercial and charter passenger traffic (among which the charter 
flights for ski season), this airport is a great location for spotting thanks to special 
cargo flights that operate frequently at the airport and that are related to the industrial 
activities in the area of Turin. 
At the same airport area there are offices and factories of some of the major Italian 
and European aerospace industries. One of this, Alenia Aermacchi, has also some final 
assembly lines of its aircraft located in Turin Airport.
If you want to spot some interesting cargo flights, Turin airport offers the opportunity 
to see, with a some frequency, aircraft such the Antonov AN-124 Ruslan, Ilyushin IL-76, 
Boeing 747 Freighter and sometimes the Airbus A300-600 ST, also known as Beluga. 
Thanks to the local media (e.g. the newspaper “La Stampa”) and social network groups, 
pages and blogs you can know well in advance the dates of these flights that attract a lot 
of spotters and enthusiasts near the fence of the airport.
If you dream is to take photos to some of this giants of the air, Turin would be the right 
spotting destination for you!
Spotting in Turin Caselle is definitely a great experience, at this location not only you can 
take awesome photos to some of the most interesting cargo aircraft currently in circu-
lation, but you can also enrich your photos with an amazing background, the Italian Alps. 
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by Carlo Dedoni
Ph. Roberto Leone
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Loading operations on a Beluga
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Boeing 747-400F 
Atlas Air 

Antonov AN-124-100 Ruslan Volga-Dnepr Airlines

Ilyushin Il-76TD
Volga-Dnepr Airlines
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The cargo door of the Beluga is located just above the flight deck of the aircraft
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Impressive take off of an Antonov AN-124

Another view of the Il-76

Side view of the Beluga
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Side view of the Beluga with the cargo door open 

The powerful Antonov taxiing in the Turin Airport’s apron  

Boeing 747-200F Kalitta Air
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After the privatization of Compañía Mexicana de Aviación in 1989, the August 22 of that year, 
the Falcon organization acquired 25% stake of the government. The new Board of Directors 
of the company, then headed by General Manager Mr. Guillermo Martínez García, began 
thinking about creating a new image, more colorful and more modern. And who else could 
have in their minds, it was not evoked the same Mexican heritage design. 
The pre-Hispanic world, as many past civilizations, was a colorful world. From their cere-
monial objects to its architecture, the use of color was predominant in all arts. Mexico has 
always been an artist cuntry, there is a huge variety of art forms, popular, rich in shapes, 
textures and colors. Centuries before the Christian era this land was inhabited by some of 
the most advanced cultures. There were scientists, astronomers and artists and the latter, 
the art of many centuries, were what Mexican decided to capture in its new image.
Mexicana, the first airline of Mexico, proudly wore the sensitivity of the country’s artisans of 
the country that blended with the modernity of the aircraft to take them across the continent 
to each and every one of the destinations in Mexico.portaba orgullosa la sensibilidad de los 
artesanos del país que se fundía con la modernidad de los aviones para llevarlos a través del 
continente a todos y cada uno de los destinos de Mexicana.
However, what the executives wanted was not an easy task. Despite the professionalism of 
Mexicana’s employees and the knowledge of their work, this time they had to draw on every 
experience, talent, patience, creativity and effort to made possibile that Mexicana would fly 
an artwork.

ORGULLOSAMENTE MEXICANA

by Augusto Gómez Rojas
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Since 1991, the CMA gave a new image to the users of its service. A fundamental part of the 
company was the color, originality and beauty of the designs that each aircraft carried in 
his tail.
In the designer’s table, the design of a new look for Mexicana was complex: move it to 
each of the planes represented more than that, it was a real challenge. The staff of the 
Directorates of Planning and Control, Commercial and especially Technical with the 
direct participation of the Department of Decoration and Cleanliness and support of the 
Department of Aeronautical Engineering joined their expertise and creativity in this work 
that was new for everyone.
Mr. Antonio Rangel, Mexicana Airlines’ worker who provided many of the fifteen hundred 
man hours required to paint an aircraft XA-MXC “Mitla”, said: “Knowing the design many of 
us feel confused, it was something totally new. Over time I realized that our experience and 
the desire to participate in this change helped us get this project for which we are proud.” 
All agreed that the work had been so intense that each new design was challenging and its 
finishing was immensely satisfying.
That was perceived by people who, although he had no direct involvement in the remodeling 
of the aircraft, could appreciate the work of those who managed the Mexicana’s sky had 
never looked better. 
“The image of each plane is a reflection of the work of those who did it,” said Julio Antonio 
González, from Taller de Conservación de Instalaciones. “I know that my fellow decorators 

are putting every effort rather than paint and aircraft; are putting part of themselves and that’s what 
people should notice.”
Towards the end of 1990 the aircraft B727-264 XA-MXC, named “Tuxtla Gutiérrez” carried a “C-check” 
(major repair). Mexicana’s tractors towed the plane to the maintenance base where, in addition to the 
mechanical repair, it was subjected to a process of inner and outer transformation. 
The Departments of Decoración y Limpieza, Laministeria, Eléctrico Aviones y Reparación de partes de 
Aviones as well as the Department of Aeronautical Engineering, began their interventions. 
From the above, the external change of Mexicana’s raised great interest, so then we roughly explain 
the process of transformation in which the Department of Decoration and Cleanliness (Taller de 
Decoración y Limpieza) takes great part.

1. A remover  is applied  on the plane to remove the old paint.

2. A chemical that inhibits corrosion and subsequently a base or “primer” are applied on the aircraft.

3. All the aircraft is painted in white, with the exception of the portion of the empennage and fuselage 
bearing the chosen design, wherein a first color is applied as the basis.

4. Design blueprints natural scale are obtained (1.80 X 1.50) and small holes were made along the lines 
of the drawing, converting stencils.

5. These stencils are carefully placed in the area in which the design will be applied (empennage and 
fuselage) and chalk is passed over the holes in the paper.

6. When removing the paper, the area is marked with dotted lines. Subsequently masked with “masking 
tape” for areas you want to protect the second color is applied.

7. The not masked area  is sanded and cleaned and it is ready to receive the next color paint.

8. Finally, the second color - that is allowed to dry for 24 to 48 hours - is applied. After that time the 
masking is removed as a curtain running that reveals a work of art.

While the work of external remodelingwas in progress, inside some aircraft were made - as in the case 
of XA-MXC - another transformations: the plastic boards of the rugs were changed, the bathrooms 
were renovated, leather seats were installed in first class and other modifications were implemented 
in economy class too.
The Boeing 727- 2Q6 N1279E called “Olinalá”, because its design was inspired by the craft of lacquer 
Olinalá Guerrero, was the first B727 that - in December 1990 - showed proudly to the world the 
Mexican art. The next aircraft to show the cultural heritage of Mexico was the B727-264 XA-MXC 
baptized “Mitla”, which owes its name to the images of the temples of Mitla sculpted 3000 years ago 
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by the Zapotecs. The XA-MXC was the first aircraft project that included the makeover in the twenty 
youngest B727 in the Mexicana’s fleet. The aircraft made the first flight with the new image, the 
January 8, 1991, with 138 seats in economy class and 12 gray leather seats with television in the arm  
in first class.
Then followed the B727-264 XA-MEC baptized “Nayarit” wich embodied in the empennage the design 
of woven and embroidered textiles of the Huichol tribe, in northeastern Mexico. The Nayarit made 
its first flight carrying this beautiful picture, the January 27, 1991 with the same counting interior 
finishes that XA-MXC.
The original idea conceived by executives to create a new corporate image was to find 50 different 
designs based on pre-Hispanic, colonial and contemporary concepts, but this represented a lot of 
money, so only 10 fully different designs, followed by 10 other color variations of the original designs 
were created. Later they would repeat the same designs and colors.
The meaning of the 10 original designs (names and colors) followed by an explanation of the names 
given to the rest of the fleet is explained. In the first ten designs, the name is given from the design .
OLINALA B727-2Q6 N1279E (c/n 21971) magenta background with figures of fish and rabbits in green 
- blue. 

MITLA B727-264 XA-MXC (c/n22663) pink background with fretwork of the temples of Mitla in blue. 

NAYARIT B727-264 XA-MEC (c/n 21838) purple background with drawings of  Nayarit’s embroidered 
textiles inwater color. 

TALAVERA B727-2JT N552NA (c/n 20706) yellow background with decorations in blue Talavera pottery. 

SALTILLO B727-264 XA-MED (c/n 22156) red background with geometrical shapes in grayish brown 
sarapes. 

EPAZOYUCAN B727-2JT N129NA (c/n 20880) light green background with designs like flowers in blue, 
taken from frescoes. 

METZTITLAN B727-264 XA-MEL (c/n 22413) Olive green background with designs like flowers in bright 
green, taken from frescoes.

AZCAPOTZALCO B727-264 XA-MXB (c/n 22662) pink background with blue representations of the  god 
Quetzalcóatl.

TEMOAYA B727-264 XA-MEE (c/n 22157) light green background with drawings in darker green diamon-
ds and triangles, taken from the embroidered floor mats. 

HUICHOL B727-264 XA-MEZ (c/n 22676) green background with the Huicholes embroidery designs in 
blue.

These ten designs selected among the first ones from Mexicana, certainly suffered some modifica-
tions. They were stylized and suited on the company’s purposes, especially with arbitrary choice of 
colors, in order to achieve more impressive patterns. 
Below is a list of aircraft that led one of the 10 original designs but with a twist of color. The names 
and are not necessarily based on the design of the tail.

TULA B727-264 XA-MEF (c/n 22158) same design of Epazoyucan but with marine blue background and 
cream floral designs.

GUELAGUETZA B727-264 XA-IEU (c/n 21836) same design of Mitla but with yellow background and the 
frets of Mitla in green.

GUERRERO B727-264 XA-MEH (c/n 22409) same design of Olinalá but with pink background and green 
animal figures. 

CORA B727-264 XA-HOH (c/n 21577) same design of Huichol but with a lighter green background and 
the figures of emboidery in blue.
 

TENAMAXTLI  B727-264 XA-HOX (c/n 21638) same design of Azcapotzalco but with orange 
background and red Quetzalcóatl figures.

ATZACUALCO B727-264 XA-HOV (c/n 21637) same design of Azcapotzalco but with orange 
background and red Quetzalcóatl figures.

YACATECUTLI B727-264 XA-MEJ (c/n 22411) same design of Metztitlán but with marine blue 
background and cream floral designs.

TEHUAYO B727-2M7 XA-MXE (c/n 21457) same design of  Nayarit but with inverted colors.

IZTAYA B727-264 (XA-MEK (c/n 22412)  It was difficult to understand its meaning, according to a 
Nahuatl dictionary, iztaya means “Blanquear”. There are no relations between the design of the 
tail and the name.
 
MEXICAPAN B727-264 XA-MXA (c/n 22661) Regardin Mexico or in Mexico.

ICHCATLAN B727-264 XA-MEB (c/n 21837) same design of Epazoyucan but with cream background 
and floral designs in marine blue. 

COHAMIATA B727-264 XA-HOH (c/n 21577) same design and colors of Huichol.

TLACOCHAHUAYA B727-265 XA-MEI (c/n 22410) same design and colors of Mitla.

MONTEALBAN B727-264 XA-MXD (c/n 22664) same design and colors of Mitla.

GUACHICHIL B727-2Q6 N1280E (c/n 21972) same design and colors of Huichol.

COPALINAME A320-231 XA-RJZ (c/n 320) same design and colors of Huichol.

CUAUTZINGO A320-231 XA-RKB (c/n 353) same design and colors of Talavera.

TLAPA A320-231 XA-RZU (c/n 252) same design of Olinalá but with green background and pink 
animal figures.

HUAJICORI A320-231 XA-RJW (c/n 275) same design of Huichol but with light green background 
and marine blue drawings.

JOCOTITLAN A320-231 XA-RJY (c/n 296) same design of Metztitlán but with marine blue 
background and cream floral drawings.

TEOLLOCAN A320-231 N238RX (c/n 238) same design of Temoaya but with pink background and 
green geometric drawings. 

TECPANTLA A320-231 XA-RYS (c/n 260) same design of Epazoyucan, but with marine blue 
pbackground and cream floral drawings.

CUITLAHUAC A320-231 N230RX (c/n 230) same design of Azcapotzalco but with orange background 
and the Quetzalcóatl’s representation in red.

TEOTITLAN A320-231 XA-RYQ (c/n 259) same design and color of Saltillo. 

AZTLAN A320-231 N247RX (c/n 247) same design and color of Nayarit.

ATLIXCAYOTL A320-231 N225RX (c/n 225) same design and color of Talavera.

TIZATLAN A320-231 XA-RJX (c/n 276) same design and color of Talavera.

ZAPOTECO.- A320-231 XA-RYT (c/n 261) same design and color of Mitla.
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TENOCHTITLAN A320-231 N441LF (c/n 405) same design and color of Mitla.-

TECUALA A320-231 XA-RKA (c/n 321) same design and color of Huichol.

MAZALTEPEC DC10-15 N10045 (c/n 48259) same design and color of Mitla.

IXCAMILPA DC10-15 N1003W (c/n 48289) same design and color of Talavera.

IXTLAN DC10-10 N907WA (c/n 46946) same design and color of  Huichol.
ACAMAPICHTLI F100 XA-TCG (c/n 11374) same design and color of Mitla.

HUITZILIHUITL F100 XA-SGE (c/n 11382) same design and color of Talavera.

CHIMALPOPOCA F100 XA-SHG (c/n 11410) same design and color of Mitla.

ITZCOATL Fokker F100 XA-SGT (c/n 11400) same design and color of Huichol.

MOCTEZUMA Fokker F100 XA-TCH (c/n 11375) same design and color of Huichol.  

AXAYACATL Fokker F100 XA-SHH (c/n 11420) same design and color of Huichol.

TIZOC Fokker F100 XA-SGF (c/n 11384) same design and color of Talavera.

AHUITZOTL Fokker F100 XA-SGS (c/n 11390) same design and color of Mitla.

NEZAHUALCOYOTL Fokker F100 XA-SHI (c/n 11309) same design and color of Huichol.

TETLEPANQUETZAL Fokker F100 XA-SHJ (c/n 11319) same design and color of Talavera.

POCHTECA DC8-71 N870SJ (c/n 46039) All white fuselage with black logotypes and black Mexicana 
Cargo titles in the tail.

On August 22, 1992, Falcon Group acquired 4% of the shares from the federal government, which ad-
ded to those obtained in the market and their own shareholders, reached 50.1 % sufficient to assume 
administrative control of Mexicana Airlines. From June of that year Ricardo Garcia Sainz took charge 
of the Directorate of the company.
Mexicana unfortunately didn’t escape from the wave of corruption and financial scandal re-privati-
zation program that occurred during the term of President Carlos Salinas de Gortari. In March 1993 
insurance mogul Gerardo de Prevoisin, who in 1988 had taken over the airline’s bankruptcy, acquired 
the majority of shares of Mexican and appointed as new General Director Julian Terminel Saldaña.
Under a new policy it was decided that it would be better if the company did not have many pictures, 
opting to stay with three basic designs finished in yellow, pink and green equivalent to designs 
originally known as “Talavera”, “Mitla” and “Huichol” . Thus the last Airbus A320 and Fokker F100 all 
were painted with these colors.
But that was not all. On 1 October 1993, N1279E “Olinalá” who was the first aircraft to show the world 
the creativity and colorful of Mexicana, was faded, thus losing one of the most attractive designs. 
In November another aircraft, the B727-2TT N552NA “Talavera” also lost its colorful design. What 
seemed just a coincidence became a reality, Mexicana had decided to stay with a single image, that 
of the “Huichol”. 
In March 1994, the B727-264 XA -MED, at the time who shone a beautiful red design, was painted in 
green and was followed in April by the XA -MEL and then the same fate befell on every aircraft of the 
company .
It is worth mentioning that, being Mexicana a pioneer airline in applying this type of design to its 
aircraft, it has also been the first to decide to withdraw such a wonderful idea. More other airlines, 
seeing the impact that caused the Mexicana idea, decided to do something similar with their fleets 
(British Airways, Western Pacific, Frontier, etc.).
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Augusto Gomez Rojas
Born September 1956. Air Traffic Controller since 1977, worked as a tower controller in Aero-
puerto del Norte, en-route radar controller at Mexico city and I have 26 years experience as 
Terminal radar controller at Mexico city. Nowadays I am Secretary of labour relations for the Air 
Traffic Controllers’ union.
I also have a degree on graphic design from UNAM (Mexico National Autonomous University).
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Date Event Location

01-02 March Centenary of Military Aviation 

Air Show 2014 

RAAF Williams, Point Cook, 

Victoria, Australia 

15 March NAF El Centro Air Show NAF El Centro, California, 

USA

15-16 March  Luke AFB Open House & Air 

Show 

Luke AFB, Arizona, USA 

21-22 March  Los Angeles County Air Show William J Fox Airport, 

Lancaster, Palmdale, 

California, USA 

22-23 March  MacDill AFB Open House & 

Air Show 

MacDill AFB, Tampa, Florida, 

USA

25-30 March FIDAE 2014  Santiago Int'l Airport, 

Santiago, Chile 

29-30 March Wings Over South Texas NAS Kingsville, Texas, USA

01-06 April  Sun'n Fun Fly-In Lakeland Linder Regional 

Airport, Lakeland, Florida, 

USA 

02-13 April Red Bull Air Race Rovinj, Croatia

18-20 April  Warbirds Over Wanaka 2014 Wanaka Airport, Otago, New 

Zealand

3-26 April  Marrakech Aero Expo & Air 

Show 2014 

Menara Airport, Marrakech, 

Morocco

26-27 April  Fort Worth Air Power Expo 

2014 

NAS Fort Worth JRB, Texas, 

USA 

Airshows - Events
March-April 2014

by Carlo Dedoni
ph. Federico Barbieri
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Airshows - Events
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Diego D’Aquila
,Burlesque! aviation according to

Interview 
by Carlo Dedoni

www.diegodaquila.com
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How did you have the idea of creating aircraft caricatures? 

Just by chance, probably. It all starts with my “genetic” tendency to caricature elements in my 
drawings. I’ve been told by many teachers of mine that I’ve always done that, even unintentio-
nally, forcing proportions in a grotesque way, with my personal point of view. It could depend 
on my personal attitude that in some way, forces me to analyze ironically and sarcastically the 
several details of someone or something. Then I started doing it on purpose. At the beginning, 
just with people, but at school, I realized to be able to caricature in an effective way even objects, 
specifically cars, “reading” their esthetic features, their characteristic shapes, and in some way 
even their postures, just like people. I think that all comes from the passion the leads us to notice 
every details of something that we like. As you can imagine, it was short and obvious the step that 
led me to handle in the same way something that I love most... Airplanes! The first caricature was 
the Dornier-328’s one, that i made for a greetings card for the birthday of a friend of mine, first 
officer in airAlps. Initially it was just a pencil sketch, but shortly afterwards I decided to work back 
on it, adding colors in digital painting with a Wacom tablet. The result was great! That was just the 
beginning...

What about your first drawing?

I don’t think to be able to remember what my first drawing ever was. I just remember that when 
I was a little child, I spent lot of time in my childhood, drawing on an enormous amount of paper 
sheets that my father brought home from work. I can say that I totally grow up with pencil in my 
hand. It’s really hard to say, specifically, when it all began.

Do you work with pencil and paper or do you use any digital tools? 

I use different kind of tools, both digital or more “traditional”. Based on the kind of work that I 
have to do, or according to specific customer requirements, I choose the most practical, useful 
and in some way effective tool, or a mix of them. At first, most of my works were done with a 
pencil sketch, usually inked with permanent ink pen or a little brush, but not always, and colored 
with Ecoline (resinous and bright kind of watercolor, often used in illustrations and comics) using 
a coloring technique that we can define a little bit “classic”. Years later - getting over some of 
my fears about the coloring procedures - I felt the need to have a stronger chromatic support, 
and ‘digital painting’ was a very useful tool in getting that, especially for three major aspects: a) 
I don’t have to wait colors to dry anymore. b) It gives me the chance to modify the work in case 
the customer changes his mind, avoiding to start a new job from scratch. c) It Gives me 100% 
covering color, making me able to apply brighter tones over darker bases of predefined colors. 
In this case, I do not apply shades and shadows, but I directly sculpt shapes with the light, just 
like in photograph. The “secret” it’s to figure out how the light reflection works on several kind 
of surfaces. Today, almost every time, I do the basic sketch with pencil on paper, importing it in 
softwares like Corel Painter and Photoshop, and applying color in ‘free-hand’ with a Wacom tablet, 
without using filters or post-production’s “special effect”.

What are the most challenging aspects of this kind of activity?

There are many challenging aspects in this kind of job. In some case it could be quite hard, due to 
its requirement to stay focused for a long amount of time, during drawing sessions that could last 
many hours! Bringing a job to an end could be exhausting, mentally and even physically, especially 
for eyes and back. To be able to draw something, you have to understand what you’re drawing, 
in its typical esthetic features of shapes and colors, trying to synthesize into a sketch line and 
coloring that huge amount of information that you have in front of you, or that you are figuring in 
your mind. There are days where you have the feeling that your hand is drawing on his own, and 
other days where it seems that you’re not able to go ahead, and you just feel the need to throw 
something against the wall. You have to insist tenaciously to achieve good results. Another very 
bad side of this job it’s that is badly affected by your mood. If you are a ‘moody’ kind of guy (just 
like me), that could be a problem!

...And the satisfations?

The bright sides of this job, in my case are related to a personal satisfaction. Being happy, getting 
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a right result from your creation... that’s the fair reward, upon everything else. If you look at it, you 
like it and it makes you happy, it means that in some way you reached your purpose! Sometimes it 
happens that you create something that will please people, but if you’re not fully satisfied with it, 
it’s gonna get you uncomfortable. While it is natural and enjoyable to share with others something 
that pleases yourself in the first place. There are other times, when you make something that is not 
appreciated, even if you still like it a lot!

In your drawings the artistic and caricatural side is mixed with technique, how do you combine 
these features with each other? 

I truly believe that a minimum amount of technical knowledge is essential for this kind of paintings. 
As I wrote above, to be able to draw something, you have to understand it, and in this case the 
effectiveness of paint is based on specific model characters, defined by the maniacal attention to 
not casual details. E.g. knowing why a flap is there, what kind of shape it has and how it works, allows 
you to paint it and... in some case, make it “act” properly. The air intake for the air conditioning 
packs, for many people could be just a hole in the fuselage, but not for those who know that plane. 
Drawing it in the right way and putting it in the right place allows you to define those basic esthetic 
features that define a specific model. It’s a thing that I’ve learned working for a sport-car team, 
where I had to draw several cars for GT championships (e.g. Ferrari, Maserati, Porsche, BWM, Lotus, 
etc...) that were equipped with standard or innovative features, all according to a particular model of 
car chosen an within the limit of regulations. When you are working with engineers and technicians, 
and when your design is shown to the manufacturer that creates that car, there is no space for 
inaccuracies.

Tell us about a job that you particularly love ...

There’s a series of drawings, some more recent and some other older, that somehow are evidence 
of the artist I was then: the choices, tastes, technical skills... all things that are constantly evolving 
that sum up to make a sort of ‘picture’ of me in that particular moment. Some of them, mark a real 
“generational change” in my growth as an illustrator. The caricature of the little Dornier 328 is 
without any doubt one of those “key points” and surely one of my favorites of them all!

The most beautiful plane to draw is (and tell us why) ...

That’s an easy question to answer: the most beautiful aircraft to draw (but not always the easiest) 
are the ones you like! I like to draw those kind of features that match my tastes. With the exceptions 
of some specific request, usually, the planes that I draw are those with a design that I love. I 
generally like Boeing liners and WWII warbirds, but not only those. Sketch a Mustang or a Spitfire it’s 
just pure enjoyment!

What does the future hold for you?

As soon as I find out, I swear... I’ll get in touch! ;)
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My name is Federico Barbieri, i am 25 years old, have a passion for photography and model aircraft. In 
2003, i created my website www.sincroglider.it where i post articles about model airplane, airshows 
and many reports or photos of various meetings. Since 2010 i opened a forum dedicated to gliders 
aerotowing. I collaborate with some magazines, on which public articles and photographs.

portfolio
ph. Federico Barbieri

www.sincroglider.it.
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With a special issue entirely devoted to the Starfighter, Coccarde 
Triccolori, the monograph series edited by Riccardo Niccoli and 
published by RN Publishing, pays tribute to one of the most beloved and 
discussed aircraft of Italian Air Force’s history, the legenday F-104. 
This issue, the sixth special edition of Coccarde Tricolori, is the third 
volume of a trilogy that Riccardo Niccoli dedicated to the F-104 (the two 
previous issues are the number 2 – F-104S – and  number 4 - F/TF/
RF-104G), 

Coccarde Tricolori has accustomed us well and this new special number 
confirms the high standards of this editorial product offering to the 
reader a complete overview of all the operational and historical 
aspects of the Italian Starfighters.

The softcover book, written both in Italian and in English, is divided 
into several chapters dedicated to all the technical developments, the 
operational service with Italian Air Force, the stories of the protagonists 
and an amazing photoalbum with a great choice of high quality photos. 
The volume is also enriched with and a section with modeling 
informations, 18 color profiles and photographic details. 

Coccarde Tricolori Speciale 6, 136 pages, is available at the price of €27 
on http://www.rnpublishing.com and is on sale at various bookstores in 
Italy, in other countries the book is distributed by Casemate UK, which 
also has an office in the USA. 

 

aviation books

Coccarde Tricolori Speciale 6
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SOVIET AIRWOMEN
of the Great Patriotic war

A pictorial history
by

Gian Piero Milanetti

Edited by: IBN Istituto Bibliografico Napoleone
Published: January 2013
Pages: 280
Format: 17 x 24 cm
Paperback
Illustrated: 505 b&w photos
Price: € 22,00
Text: English
ISBN: 9788875651466

Distributed by:

Crecy Publishing Ltd
1a Ringway Trading Estate
Shadowmoss Road
Manchester
M22 5LH

Email: info@crecy.co.uk

Phone 0161 499 0023 - International +44 161 499 0023
Fax 0161 499 0298 - International +44 161 499 0298

A pictorial history on the contribution that Soviet airwomen brought to the II World War. The Author re-
traces meticulously the role that these young women played during what they called themselves the
“Great patriotic War”.
He went several times to Russia and Ukraine gathering interviews, informations, records, photographs,
relics and all he reckoned would have been usefull to portrait the real facts. He got in contact with the
veterans and still keeps in touch with them. Such an amount of research led the Author to recount on a
subject that was little known from the Westerns.
The book had such a huge success in Italy that led to a II Edition and to a specific documentary bro-
adcasted on Channel 2 of the national network.
The book is divided into sections, starting from the three regiments created by Marina Raskova to the
interesting and misterious figure of Lidya Litvyak, not omitting excellent ace Katya Budanova.
Absolutely charming the chapter dedicated to the “Night Witches”.
Over 500 photos guide the reader through an amazing adventure, sorties, victories, defeats, friendship,
romances, losses and death.
A magnificent tribute to women aviators and ground crew who successfully defended their Country till
the end.
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